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Abstract. The cation exchange capability (CEC), pozzolanic reaction, and filling effects
are important keys of natural zeolite for mitigation of Alkali Silica Reaction (ASR), but
variation of the zeolite's composition is a major problem when it is utilized. This may not
be the case for synthetic zeolite. This paper presents the effects of natural and synthetic
zeolite on Alkali Silica Reaction's expansion control. The percentage cement replacement
of synthetic zeolite A (SZ) were 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.5, 5,7.5, and 10 and ground natural zeolite,
clinoptilolite (NZ), were 10 and 20. It was found that the large percentage replacement
(10-20%) changed behaviors of fresh and hardened mixtures significantly. Large
replacements of SZ (i.e., 7.5 and 10%) significantly reduced workability and compressive
strength, and increased expansion. Slight reductions in expansion were found for the use
of small percentage replacement (SZ<5.0%). Chemical analysis and strength reactivity
index tests revealed the non-pozzolanic properties of synthetic zeolite, but not the ground
natural one, NZ. The NZ exhibited both pozzolanic reactivity and the capability to
significantly reduce expansion. At 20% replacement of NZ, the expansion significantly
reduced to none at 14 days of acceleration and less than 0.02% at the longer duration of 28
days. It was confirmed that the high CEC of the studied synthetic zeolite is not the key
factor for the effective mitigation for ASR.
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1. Introduction
Awareness of the alkali-silica reaction (ASR), the chemical deterioration of concrete between certain types
of aggregates and alkali of cement, has been significantly increased and of interest since the first was
reported in 1940 [1]. However, this concern is just currently growing in the Thai construction industry,
from the first reported ASR case in an infrastructure, seventy years later, in 2011 [2]. Some local aggregates
from current industrial mines have recently been found to be potentially reactive, in addition to the stable
good quality limestone that has been previously used. To deal with such an anticipated problem, there are
needs for research in mitigation as well as the understanding mechanism of the local potential reactive
materials and their behaviors [3]. Among several mitigation methods, the uses of different pozzolan have
been widely and successfully reported for their effect on ASR prevention, the local moderate calcium oxide
fly ash in Thailand is as well [4, 5]. Among several pozzolans, zeolite is gaining of interest. Natural zeolite is
a hydrated aluminosilicate with Si-O and Al-O tetrahedral bonded as a building unit. It has been widely
reported as an effective pozzolan for concrete in strength and durability aspects due to its exchangeable
cation content and the crystallinity in addition to pozzolanic reaction and filling effects [6–8]. The
exchangeable alkali cation that contain in most zeolite or cation exchange capability (CEC) effectively
altered the chemistry of cement pore solution. It strongly affected CSH product in concrete and sometimes
be classified to lay between silica fume and fly ash, strongly than some other pozzolan [6, 9]. Partial cement
replacement of natural zeolite has been reported to effectively reduce the expansion due to ASR [10-14].
The CEC was indicated as one important key among several for the effectiveness for ASR mitigation [15].
However, the typical problems of most pozzolan which influence their effectiveness and applications are
the variations in compositions, sources. and the uniformity of the available materials. As other pozzolans,
the variations in types and uncertain structures of the natural zeolite, which largely depend on sources and
compositions of the material, are recognized.
The low cost as well as controllable quality and certain properties of synthetic zeolite, particular the
capability to exchange the Na+ and K+ ions available in the mixture, the CEC and an expected less
expansion risk from reactive aggregates are attractive factors for use in ASR mitigation. Therefore, this
study aims to investigate the potential use of synthetic zeolite to control ASR expansion, based on the
similar primary structure of both natural and synthetic zeolites. The high CEC of synthetic zeolite may
indicate a high potential to adsorb alkali ions and possibly reduces the severity of the ASR problem. Thus, it
is of interest to investigate the capability of available commercial synthetic zeolite A
(Na2O.Al2O3.2SiO2.4.5H2O) on both fresh and hardened concrete and compare to that of the natural
zeolite, clinoptilolite (Na4K4)(Al8Si40O96).24H2O), for ASR mitigation.

2. Materials and Experimental details
2.1. Materials
The chemical compositions of Portland cement type I, commercial synthetic and natural zeolites, and local
rhyolite aggregates in this study are investigated by using X-ray Fluorescence (XRF - PANalytical, Model;
Axios (Standardless Program:Omnian)) and petrographic techniques. The aggregates from the central
region of Thailand have unit weight of 1,482 kg/m3, the bulk specific gravity of 2.67, while the absorption
and percentage of voids were 0.40 % and 0.60%, respectively, according to the test followed ASTMC 29/C
29M – 97 [16]
The greenish natural zeolite in this study, clinoptilolite commercial grade type in Thailand(NZ), was
ground to obtain the particle size smaller than 149 µm with an average size of 20 µm, using wet sieve
analysis on No.100 standard sieve and image processing. Since the effectiveness of large amount of cement
replacement were widely reported [6, 9], the percentages replacement of ground natural zeolite in this study
were 10 and 20.
The white powder of commercial synthetic zeolite A (SZ), from PQ Chemical (Thailand) Co. Ltd. has a
number of 98.84 on the Hunter L, a, b scale, a median particle size of 4.24 µm, and an average bulk density
(untapped) of 314 kg/m3. This powder has the cubical shape and the characteristics as shown in Fig. 1 and
Table 1. An Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer (GBC Scientific Equipment, model Avanta AAS)
(Flame technique) was used to investigate Na+ content in synthetic zeolite. The two-step procedure was
conducted; firstly, the SZ of about 25% by weight was mixed within NaOH 5mg/l solution and
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continuously stirred at room temperature for 24 h, then filtered, and determined Na+ content. The result
was compared to that of the pure NaOH solution, without SZ. The similar procedure was also conducted
using distilled water instead of NaOH in the second step. The results were compared and verified with the
previous results. Since the zeolite SZ was synthetic material, the percentages cement replacement of SZ in
expansion test were small—0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.5, 5,7.5, and 10. The large difference of NZ's CEC (mg CaCO3
per g of anhydrous zeolite) from those of SZ, conducting with the same technique and in the same
laboratory was of interest. However, this value of natural zeolite differs from previous studies and depends
on several factors such as framework structure, ion size and shape, ionic charge and concentration of the
external electrolyte solution [17].

Fig. 1. Typical crystal shape of synthetic zeolite.
Table 1. Characteristics of synthetic zeolite A (SZ) and clinoptilolite(NZ).
Characteristic
CEC (mg. CaCO3 per g. of anhydrous zeolite)
pH of 1% dispersion
Wet sieve residue (> 325 mesh)
LOI: Moisture loss at 800°C (% weight)
* Not doing analysis.

SZ
281
11.05
0.19
19.89

NZ
11
*
*
13.71

2.2. Experimental Details
Consistency
The effect of zeolite on water requirement and rheology was investigated using the mini slump method [18,
19]. The paste was prepared, using different percentages of cement replacement but with the amount of
water kept constant for each test. The mini-slump cone was filled with the mixture, and the diameter of
dispersed paste was measured at 1 min after vertically lifting the cone.
Pozzolanic reactivity
To investigate the pozzolanic behaviors of these zeolites, the 50 mm cubic mortar specimens of
cementitious mixture were prepared according to ASTM C109, using simply method of strength reactivity
index as suggested in ASTM C311-04 [20]. The control set, three sets of synthetic zeolite specimens (SZ
with the percentage cement replacement of 2.5, 10, and 20) and two sets of two-percentage cement
replacement of natural zeolite (NZ) of 10 and 20 were prepared. The constant water-to-binder ratio
(cement or cement plus zeolite) of 0.485 was used for all mixes. The water cure at room temperature was
used in this part.
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Expansion behaviors
Two sets of mortar bars, (25x25x285 mm), were prepared using fine crushed-graded rhyolite aggregates,
according to suggested gradation and procedure in ASTM C1260-01 [21]. All samples were cured in 1 N
NaOH solution at 80°C to accelerate the ASR reaction by providing abundant external alkalinity and a
high-temperature environment. Different percentages of synthetic zeolite (SZ): 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.5, 5, 7.5,
and 10 partially replaced cement in the first set. In the second set, natural zeolite (NZ) in percentages of 10
and 20 was used instead. The length changes of mortar bars were continuously measured at 14 and 28 days
after immersion.

3. Results
The investigation results of chemical compositions of materials and thin section of rhyolite and SEM of
natural zeolite are shown in Table 2 and Fig. 2.
Table 2. Chemical composition of materials.
Oxide (% wt.)
Cement Synthetic Zeolite Natural Zeolite Rhyolite [22]
Na2O
0.73
31.29
0.63
2.69
MgO
1.79
0.06
1.37
3.02
Al2O3
6.06
30.39
13.01
17.39
SiO2
29.61
38.13
78.51
56.49
P2O5
0.10
0.02
0.22
SO3
3.76
0.02
0.01
0.04
Cl
0.06
0.02
0.02
K2O
0.62
0.03
1.39
4.03
CaO
53.51
0.02
3.39
8.55
TiO2
0.30
0.01
0.18
0.86
MnO
0.07
0.03
0.16
Fe2O3
3.30
0.02
1.29
6.51
NiO
0.01
CuO
0.01
ZnO
0.02
0.01
SrO
0.04
0.07
Total
99.99
99.99
99.93
99.96
68.54
92.81
(SiO2,Al2O3,Fe2O3)

Fig. 2. (a) thin section of rhyolite [22]; (b)typical structure of natural zeolite.
The rhyolite aggregates composed of Albite, Quartz, Calcite, Chlorite, Feldspar, and Illite, and have a
thin section as shown in Fig. 2(a). This rhyolite which has been identified as a potentially reactive aggregate
[23] has a very fine grain mineral with an average phenocryst of 0.05–3 mm in size.
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For zeolites SZ, the value of CEC of 285, based on mg CaCO3 per g of anhydrous synthetic zeolite,
was relatively high compared to that of 11 for the ground-natural one(NZ). The oxides of alkalis were also
remarkably high compared to the low value of the natural one. Based on an Atomic Absorption Analysis,
the detected sodium in the solution increased from 217 mg/l to 2,102 mg/l with similar observed trend
using the water medium. Figure 3 shows the released water from both synthetic and natural zeolite at
different temperature. The characteristic of higher released water of SZ than that of NZ, particular at high
temperature was observed.
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Fig. 3. Released water at different temperatures for both natural and synthetic zeolites.
Consistency
The percentage changes of the final spread diameter measurement of different mixtures from the original
diameter were compared to that of a control as shown in Fig. 4. The replacement of SZ at a level of 10%
and higher obviously decreased the average percentage flow spread, compared to the slight changes
obtained for those of sample with replacements less than 2.5%. For the NZ, the decreased diameter is
more significant for the 10% samples, but as the zeolite of both types was increased to 20%; the strong
reduction in flow spread fell in almost the same range.

Average percentage flow,
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Fig. 4. Behavior on flow spread of mixtures.
Pozzolanic reaction
The simple strength reactivity index at age of 7 and 28 days was investigated using mortar samples. The
results of average compressive strengths of samples, control samples (0%), cement+synthetic zeolite 20%
(SZ), and cement+natural zeolite 20% (NZ)are shown in Fig. 5. Only slight changes are observed in SZ
samples when a small amount of synthetic zeolite was used (2.5%); the strength of 2.5% SZ is close to
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those of the control cubes at both 7 and 28 days (4.6% and 2.3% reduction). For the high percentages of
both types replacement, those being 10% and 20% (10%SZ, 20%SZ), the compressive strength decreased
by about 30% and 40% at 7 and 28 days, respectively.
400
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10%NZ
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Fig. 5. Average compressive strength of mortar samples with different zeolite types and percentage
replacement.
Expansion
The expansion of mortar bars is shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Average expansion at age of 14-28 days of the
control (0%) and those for varied percentage replacement of zeolite types 0.5%SZ, 1.0%SZ, 1.5%SZ,
2.5%SZ, 5.0%SZ, 7.5%SZ, 10%SZ, 10%NZ, and 20%NZ were 0.186%, 0.174%, 0.172%, 0.160%, 0.179%,
0.192%, 0.269%, and 0.289%, 0.044% and -0.003%, respectively. In Fig. 6, the expansion behavior of
samples with SZ can be clearly classified in three groups: the control, the large, and small replacement.
Trends of continued increase until 28 days were observed for all mixes, except clinoptilolite mixes, for
which the short- and long-term expansion were low to very low, particular for 20% replacement, as shown
in Fig. 6. In this study, the addition of synthetic zeolite powder in small amounts (i.e., less than 2.5%)
slightly decreased expansion, but the same trend was not observed for large amounts (i.e., 7.5% and higher),
which showed severe expansion—even higher than that of the control.
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Fig. 6. Average expansion of mortar bars with synthetic zeolite and percentage replacement.
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Fig. 7. Average expansion of mortar bars with natural zeolite.

4. Discussion
The results of Atomic absorption and the confirmed trend of the results from the second step showed the
significant increase of sodium in the solution about 10 times from 217 mg/l (of NZ) to 2,102 mg/l (of SZ).
These indicated a large amount of sodium ion from the studied SZ released into the solution. This may
indicate the potential of extra supplied alkali to ASR expansion. The high silica and alumina content were in
the range of typical natural zeolite. The ratio of Si/Al of 5.32 implies that this material has less possibility to
be damaged in a low pH environment [24, 25]. On the other hand, the synthetic zeolite contains a much
higher amount of Al (i.e., Si/Al=1.10) than that of the natural one. This means that there are more [AlO 4]5–
tetrahedral units in its structure, and this creates a high amount of negative charges. Subsequently, this
negative charge is neutralized by bounded Na+ [26], resulting in large Na+ content detected in the synthetic
zeolite, as shown in Table 2. The reported effects of an available alumina in alumina rich pozzolan on the
capability of absorbing the reactive phases of the aggregates limited the dissolution of amorphous silica thus
restricting ASR expansion [27]. However, the coupling effect of both low Si/Al ratio and high released
alkali of synthetic zeolite A has a questionable effect on ASR expansion, compared to the natural one NZ.
Also, the higher amount of released water of synthetic zeolite in Fig. 3, compared to the natural one at the
same temperature indicated the stronger capability to release water than that of the natural zeolite. This
supplied internal moisture could be a main factor in making the ASR problem more acute and significant in
the long term.
Considering the effects of these materials on the consistency of mixture, the high amount of very small
size of SZ strongly impact flowability of the mixtures, particular at replacement of 20% indicates a
significant potential of absorbing water of material. The samples with 10% of coarser NZ yielded the
significant decreased in measured flow diameter compared to those of SZ, but not for 20%. Although the
strong reduction in flow spread fell in almost the same range, the particle shape and size of both zeolite
types were responsible for these behaviors.
Focusing on strength activity indices, the synthetic zeolite (SZ) did not show pozzolanic reactivity for
cements mortars strength improvement as were widely reported from natural zeolite [28], despite the fact
that high silica and alumina content were observed in this study. However, the mixture with a small amount
of synthetic zeolite (2.5%SZ) had a slightly reduced compressive strength, particularly at longer ages due to
the continued development of microstructure from cement hydration. The positive influence of imbibing
water and the continued hydration on strength was not also clearly seen. In contrast, the natural zeolite
showed better improved strength at 28 days, in the range of 0.760.85 that of the control. The clear
pozzolanic reactivity was observed.
Trends of continued increase until 28 days were observed for all mixes, except clinoptilolite mixes, for
which the short- and long-term expansion were low to very low, particular for 20% replacement. In this
study, the small amounts of addition synthetic zeolite powder (i.e., less than 2.5%) slightly decreased
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expansion, but the same trend was not observed for large amounts (i.e., 7.5% and higher), which showed
severe expansion—even higher than that of the control sample. It was expected that the released alkali
from synthetic zeolite, particularly for the large percentage replacement, may increase the amount of
available alkalis in the samples and this can account for the large expansion of mortar bars with 7.5% SZ
and with 10% SZ, even at the short time of immersion. As the immersed time continued to 28 and 35 days
all specimens severely expanded to exceed the criteria of 0.2%. It is clear that, due to high Na content, the
synthetic zeolite might not effectively reduce the ASR expansion when it was used in the as-received form.
Nevertheless, the cation exchange capability of the used zeolite is much higher than that which has been
reported in literature. On the other hand, the mixtures with the ground natural zeolite performed much
better than those with the synthetic set. The expansion values at 14 days were 0.04 and 0.001% for the
mixture with 10% and 20% NZ addition, respectively. At the longer immersion time of 28 days, the
continued expansions were still lower than 0.08%. The 20% replacement showed the better results: less
than 0.02%. The mechanism of both materials may be different. The main involved factor on ASR
expansion of the synthetic zeolite was the ability on cation exchange with the alkali ion in solution.
Obviously, zeolite was expected to reduce available alkali ion that could react with reactive silica in
aggregate. However, this was not the case for synthetic zeolite type A with high sodium content. The results
of expansion test suggested the reasonable limit, for the effective ion exchange, of the amount of synthetic
zeolite (<7.5%) required to control alkali-silica reaction in this study. Opposed to the natural zeolite which
the nature of pozzolanic behavior was an important factor on ASR expansion reduction although CEC is
much lower than those of the synthetic one. In addition, the denser concrete matrix and strength
improvement benefit expansion resistance.
It is clear that the hypothesis of the benefit of cation exchange between commercial zeolite and ASR
gel was insignificant in this study and may need further investigation. This synthetic zeolite with high alkali
content is non-pozzolanic material and the impact of both effects is clear in this study. The coarse particles
of clinoptilolite zeolite in this study showed significant ASR expansion reduction, regardless of its low
CEC.

5. Conclusions
From this study, important findings are summarized as follows:
1. The synthetic Zeolite A is non-pozzolanic material. The potential of later-released alkali and that of
moisture were observed to be significant for SZ, and these may aggravate the ASR expansion due
to resupplied sources for alkali and moisture in mortar samples.
2. A large amount of SZ replacement reduced the flow ability of mixtures significantly. Similar
behavior was observed for natural zeolite, particularly at 20% replacement.
3. The expansion due to ASR can be slightly reduced by replacing cement with small amount of SZ in
the range 0.5%–5.0%, but not for a large percentage replacement. Remarkable expansion reduction
capability of the natural zeolite with low CEC was confirmed, most especially a reduction to none
(zero expansion) for 20% cement replacement.
4. Compared to that of control at both ages, the average compressive strength for synthetic zeolite A
was reduced significantly as the percentage replacement increased. The pozzolanic reaction was not
observed as in the case in which natural zeolite was used.
5. The benefit of the cation exchange capability of the synthetic zeolite on ASR mitigation is not clear
and needs further study. The advantage of pozzolanic reactivity of the natural zeolite was clearly
shown and overcame the effect of CEC in this study.
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